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27 BC                      Basis Components

27.1 BC-ABA                  ABAP Runtime Environment

27.1.1 Changes to the ABAP Programming Language as of Release 7.0

Use

The changes to the ABAP programming language as of Release 7.0 are documented in the ABAP
keyword documentation under Changes as of Release 7.0.

27.1.2 BC-ABA-LA               Syntax, Compiler, Runtime

27.1.2.1 Changes to the ABAP Programming Language as of Release 7.0

Use

The changes to the ABAP programming language as of Release 7.0 are documented in the ABAP
keyword documentation under Changes as of Release 7.0.

27.2 BC-BMT                  Business Management

27.2.1 BC-BMT-WFM              SAP Business Workflow

27.2.1.1 BC-BMT-WFM-WLC          Workflow Inbox

27.2.1.1.1 Substitution in Workflow (Enhanced)

Use

The release notes are available on the help portal at
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04s/helpdata/de/EA/0BE33495048967E10000009 B38F83B/content.htm
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27.3 BC-CCM                  Computing Center Management System

27.3.1 BC-CCM-ADK              Archive Development Kit

27.3.1.1 Archive Routing (new)

Use

With SAP NetWeaver 2004s you can use Archive Routing to create specific rules and conditions for
routing archive files to specific content repositories. A content repository can be determined on the level
of organizational unit (for example company code) or time related criteria (for example fiscal year).

Before Archive Routing it was only possible to specify a single content repository per archiving object.
To change content repositories, you had to change the Cutomizing settings manually. Due to the growing
number of legal requirements, companies, especially those with an international presence, are forced to
keep archived data separately, for example, to meet different retention periods required for different
documents, lines of business or countries.

In this context, Archive Routing offers more flexibility and automization. The rules and conditions are
entered in Customizing, and then serve as a basis for determining the content repository to which archive
files are routed during an archiving session. Although you can enter more than one content repository in
the rules, you can only target one content repository per archiving session.

Effects on System Administration

Define the rules in Archive Routing as precisely as possible, so that ALL the data intervals you need to
archive are covered. It is not possible to set up a general rule that covers all "left over" data (data that was
not covered by the rules). This means that if your rules do not cover all the data you need to archive,
some data may remain in the system unarchived.

Effects on Customizing

The routing rules and conditions are entered in Customizing under Customizing -> Archive Routing. If no
rules were entered, the system determines the content respository as before. The conditions can be simple
or complex and it is possible to have one or more rules per archiving object, with one or more conditions.
How complex the rules and conditions are, depends on how specific the criteria has to be, according to
which your data is organized into separate content repositories.

During the archiving process the rules are checked twice: once during the write job and again during the
storage phase. Here it is important to point out that to determine the content repository, Archive Routing
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does not use the actual contents of the archive files, but rather the selection criteria entered in the variant
of the write program. When entering the selection criteria in the variant it is important to make sure that
the set of data covered by the selection criteria of the variant falls at least into the set of data covered by
the rules (it does not have to be exactly the same, but at least a subset). If this is not the case, the
archiving session is terminated before the write job begins.

See also

For more information on Archive Routing see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver -> Solution Life
Cycle Management  -> Data Archiving -> Introduction to Data Archiving -> Customizing ->
Archiving-Object-Specific Customizing -> Archive Routing.

27.4 BC-MID                  Middleware

27.4.1 BC-MID-ALE              ALE Integration Technology

27.4.1.1 ALE - Changes After Releases 6.20 and 6.40

Description

New for Release 6.40:

- Inbound SYSTAT01 IDocs: New process code STA2 with function module
IDOC_INPUT_STATUS

- Positive event can be defined for successful inbound processing of an IDoc.

- Links can be suppressed selectively; definition in transaction WENOLINKS

- No more tID links are written.

- New segments are no longer classified as "enhanceable".

- Segments and IDoc types are released with both the Basis release and the application release.

- BAdI IDOC_DATA_INSERT can be used to insert additional segments before an IDoc is saved.

- Inbound tRFC can be started for immediate processing using server groups.

- Option for sending and receiving in qRFC added to tRFC.

After Release 6.40:

- Immediate outbound tRFC now also implemented with "in Background Task".

- Outbound tRFC from Unicode system to non-Unicode system: The last used code page is used if no
current code page can be found.

- Inbound tRFC: Option for setting message type-dependent, synchronous, and immediate processing

- Function modules for determining IDocs of a tID (INBOUND_IDOCS_FOR_TID und
OUTBOUND_IDOCS_FOR_TID)
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- BD64: CONDA2 can be assigned to mutiple models for the same sender-receiver combination, if
the distribution groups are disjunct

BD87: The IDoc tRFC entries are not read immediately by default, only if this option is set explicitly.

27.4.2 BC-MID-RFC              RFC

27.4.2.1 Extended RFC Authorization Concept

Use

You can use a new authorization object (S_RFC_ADM) to control administration access to transaction
SM59 (maintenance of RFC destinations).

In the previous RFC authorization concept, you could only fine-tune access rights for the following areas:

- Use of an RFC destination

- Executing certain function modules

- Use of Trusted System networks

You can now use the authorization object S_RFC_ADM to also control access to the maintenance
functions of SM59 at a finer level of detail.

Effects on System Administration

You can use the following authorization fields to define whether individual users or roles can use specific
RFC administration functions:

o ACTVT (activity): Create, change, delete, display destinations; extended maintenance (such as
running traces)

o RFCTYPE (connection type)
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o RFCDEST (destination)

o ICF_VALUE (grant an authorization value stored in specific destinations)

See also

For more information about the RFC authorization concept, see the SAP Library under RFC Security
Guide.

27.4.3 BC-MID-SRT              SOAP Run Time

27.4.3.1 SOAP Runtime 620 (Deleted)

Use

SOAP Runtime enables you to create and use Web services based on the SOAP protocol.

The development of the Web Service Framework has resulted in significant changes and enhancements
being made to Web Services for ABAP between SAP Web AS Release 620 and Release 640. Since these
enhancements cannot be realized with the existing SOAP architecture, SOAP Runtime 620 has been
replaced by the SOAP Framework from Release 640.

If you used SOAP Runtime for Web services in 620, we recommend that you use the Web Service
Framework to create these services again. This will enable you to implement the enhanced and easier to
use functions available in the Web Service Framework.

The Web service functions have been enhanced by the Web Service Framework as follows:

- You can create Web services that are based on function modules, function module groups, BAPIs,
and XI messages.

- You can generate a proxy for each Web service.

- You can use new authorizations to activate and administer Web services:

             Role = SAP_BC_WEBSERVICE_ADMIN

- Each Web service is represented as a separate ICF service in the Internet Communication
Framework, with the accompanying wide range of options (authorizations, logon checks, and so on).

- You can publish all Web services in a shared directory (UDDI).

- You can use transaction WSADMIN for the easy handling of all administration tasks for Web
services.
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Effects on Data Transfer

If you want to use the extended Web Service functionality, you need to recreate the Web Services that
you have being using previously in the Web Service Framework.

Effects on System Administration

- For the administration of Web Services in the Web Service Framework, you can use the central
transaction WSADMIN.

- For the configuration of Web Services in the Web Service Framework, you can use the central
transaction WSCONFIG.

See also

For further information about the SOAP framework, see the SAP library, under:

SAP NetWeaver -> Application Platform -> Connectivity -> SAP Communication Technology
Components -> Communication between ABAP and Non-ABAP Technologies -> SOAP Runtime for
SAP Web AS

The new procedure for creating Web Services is described under the following path:

SAP NetWeaver -> Application Platform -> ABAP Technology -> ABAP Workbench -> ABAP
Workbench Tools  -> Web Services -> Web Service Toolset

27.5 BC-SEC                  Security

27.5.1 License Administration Workbench (Extended)

Use

The License Administration Workbench (LAW) is a tool for central consolidation of license audit data,
and supports you during the SAP License Audit Prozess for complex system landscape. In particular,
LAW simplifies the classification, combination, and consolidation of users that work in multiple systems
and clients.

The improved License Administration Workbench (LAW) and the extended plug-in report
RSLAW_PLUGIN are available to you as of SAP NetWeaver '04. These simplify the transfer of
measurement data from the component systems into the LAW central system. You can now start the
measurement in the component systems from the central system. You can then transfer the measurement
data to the LAW central system by Remote Function Call (RFC) or initiate its transfer from the central
system.

To ensure data protection, the LAW only sends the request for the sending of the data by Remote
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Function Call (RFC). The component system then creates its own RFC connection to the configured
LAW central system for the data transfer.

In detail, the new release of the LAW offers the following improvements:

- You can start the LAW with the new four character transaction code SLAW. The old transaction
code LICENSE_ADMIN still works.

- Multiple users can call the LAW simultaneously; as of the second user, in display mode.

- You can load the measurement plan provided by SAP into the LAW from a file.

- You can perform the following actions from the LAW central system:

- Start and transfer a measurement in the component system

- Start only the measurement in the component system

- Transfer the last measurement of the component system

- Test the RFC connection

- Perform an analysis of the queued Remote Function Calls (qRFC Analysis)

- All of the systems that exist in the LAW are displayed in the overview (not only those for which the
measurement data has been imported)

- The new traffic light icons show the systems for which you have already imported the measurement
data

- You can upload multiple systems into the LAW simultaneously

- You can remove multiple systems from the overview of imported systems simultaneously.

- All messages about the actions triggered in the component system are displayed in an application
log, to allow error analysis if required

- The extended report RSLAW_PLUGIN, with which you collect the measurement data in the
component system, now offers the following functions for the data transfer:

- Storage of the measurement results in a file

- Sending the measurement results by e-mail

- Transferring the measurement results to the LAW central system by RFC

- Postprocessing of the measurement results by function module

- Specification of the RFC destination in the LAW central system

- Scheduling of a periodic measurement job

- When grouping users, you can now group using more than one criterion, such as name and
telephone number.

- There is an interface available for additional processing of the consolidated measurement results.
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See also

For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security License
Administration Workbench.

27.5.2 Virus Scan Interface (New)

Use

As of SAP NetWeaver '04, you can use the virus scan interface to integrate external virus scanners into
the SAP system, to increase the security of your system. In this way, you can use a high-performance
integration solution to scan documents that are being processed by applications for viruses. This applies
both to applications delivered by SAP and for your own customer developments, such as for data
transfers across networks or when exchanging documents using interfaces.

Every SAP application into which the virus scan interface is integrated provides a virus scan profile with
which the vendor-dependent virus scanner is accessed.

Effects on System Administration

The entire interface is divided into two actual interfaces: An external interface for the anti-virus products
from various vendors, and one with which you can integrate the virus scan functions into your own
applications. Only the external interface is relevant for system administration. The virus scan server
delivered by SAP uses this to access the external vendor's virus scan engine through the certified virus
scan adapter. Alternatively, you can use the SAP virus scan interface to implement your current virus
scan solution using a Business Add-In.

The virus scan servers are divided into application-server-starters (started by the application server) and
self-starters (started, for example, as a service under Microsoft Windows NT or as a daemon under
UNIX). With appliation-server-starters, all components are on the same host. With self-starters, the virus
scan server and SAP Web AS could be on different hosts. In this way, you can use a virus scan server that
is available only for a certain platform, even if the SAP Web AS is installed on another platform.

This difference between application-server-starters and self-starters primarily has an effect in the
Computing Center Management System (CCMS) during operation. Although both operation types are
monitored with the Virus Scan Servers monitor, the CCMS cannot start or stop self-starters.

Effects on Customizing

To be able to use the virus scan interface, you must make the following settings in the Implementation
Guide (IMG) for Basis:

- Define scanner groups. Use the work step Defining Scanner Groups.

- Define virus scan servers. Use the work step Defining Virus Scan Servers.

- Define virus scan profiles. Use the work step Defining Virus Scan Profiles.
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- To scan the data transferred by SAP applications for viruses with your own virus scan programs,
implement a Business Add-In for the virus scanner. Use the work step Implementing a BAdI for
Virus Scanners

See also

For more information about the virus scan interface, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver
Components -> Security -> Virus Scan Interface.

27.5.3 BC-SEC-USR              User and Authorization Management

27.5.3.1 Central User Administration (Extended)

Use

An improved Central User Administration is available to you as of SAP NetWeaver '04. In  particular, the
following functions have been improved or added:

- Central User Administration (CUA). These changes have also previously been delivered by SAP
Note.

- The partner profiles and the corresponding Application Link Enabling model are automatically
created when creating the CUA.

- The synchronization of the company addresses has been integrated into the transaction Central
User Administration Structure Display (user migration).

- The improved RSDELCUA significantly simplifies the removal of the CUA.

- The log display of the central user administration (CUA) for checking the status of IDoc
distribution has a new, user-friendly interface. Performance when starting has also been
significantly improved. You can also update the display in the result list, and select and
distribute multiple users there.

For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security ->
Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> Central User Administration.

- Improvements to the User Master Comparison (transaction PFUD)
To improve the operability of transaction PFUD, the selection options were modified on the
selection screen:

- The option Manual Selection of Profiles has been removed.

- The Complete Reconciliation option has been replaced with Perform User Master Comparison,
with which you can execute the transaction in dialog.

- The newly structured selections creen allows you to select four processing modes separately in
dialog; profile comparison, composite role comparison, HR organizational management
comparison, and cleanups.

- The Replicate Local HR Assignments in the CUA Central System has been extended. You can
choose this option if you are in a child system of a CUA, and HR organizational management
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is active. Indirect role assignemnts, which result from the local HR model are transferred to the
CUA central system for information, and can be displayed in user maintenance there.

For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security ->
Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> User Maintenance -> User Maintenance Functions ->
Comparing User Master Records.

- Statistical Functions in the Menu Maintenance for Role Maintenance (Transaction PFCG)
The function Menu Statistics is now available on the Menu tab page. It provides information about
the number of menu nodes and hierarchy levels. The system also differentiates between different
types (folders, transactions and reports, URLS) for the number of nodes.

- New and Changed Reports in the User Information System (Transaction SUIM)

- The evaluation report RSUSR200 offers the extended selection criteria By User Type, By
Validity of the User and By User Status.
For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security ->
Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> User Information System -> Determining Users
with the Users Node.

- The new evaluation report RSSCD100_PFCG for determining change documents provides
more selection options than report RSSCD100, which it replaces. This means that you receive
a clear results list without unnecessary data.
For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security ->
Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> User Information System -> Determining Change
Documents.

- Evaluation report RSUSR010 was extended so that you can determine which transactions can
be started with a particular composite or single role.
For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security ->
Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> User Information System -> Determining
Transactions.

- You can use Customizing switches to specify for the password generator in user maintenance
(transactions SU01 and SU10) whether the passwords should contain special characters, and the
maximum numbers of letters and numbers that are to be contained in the passwords.
The following new Customizing parameters, which you maintain in table PRGN_CUST are
introduced for this purpose:.

- GEN_PSW_MAX_LETTERS   (Maximum number of letters in generated password)

- GEN_PSW_MAX_DIGITS    (Maximum number of numbers in generated password)

- GEN_PSW_MAX_SPECIALS  (Maximum number of special characters in generated
password)

For more information, see the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver Components -> Security ->
Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> User Maintenance -> Logon and Password Security in
the SAP System -> Customizing Switches for Generated Passwords.

- The authorization concept in the area of user and role administration has been refined by the
introduction of the new authorization object S_USER_SAS and the adjustment of the existing
authorization objects. With authorization object S_USER_SAS, you can make system-specific
assignments in the user maintenance transactions (SU01 and SU10), the role maintenance
transaction (PFCG) and the User Master Data Reconciliation (PFUD), and check the BAPIs of the
Business Object USER.
For more information, see SAP Note 536101 and the SAP Library under SAP NetWeaver
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Components -> Security -> Identity Management -> Users and Roles -> SAP Authorization
Concept -> Organizing Authorization Administration -> Organization if You Are Using the Profile
Generator -> Authorization Objects Checked in Role Maintenance.

27.6 BC-SRV                  Basis Services / Communication Interfaces

27.6.1 BC-SRV-ADR              Address Management/Business Address

27.6.1.1 Transport Connection for the SAP Regional Structure

Use

SAP provides the SAP Regional Structure, as part of the Business Address Services.

Changes to the Regional Structure data can be recorded using Customizing requests, and the data can also
be distributed initially.

This function was delivered in SAP Web AS 6.40 and also in SAP Web AS 6.20 Support Package 44.

In Release 6.40 (from SP 11) or 6.20 (from SP 49), the transport connection is deactivated by default.
This means that customers do not necessarily need to convert processes concerning regional structure
maintenance during the current release, but can instead use the transport connection as an additional
option.

From Release SAP_BASIS 7.00 the transport connection is activated by default, so that the regional
structure data is handled uniformly like other configuration data.

See also

For more information, see SAP note 812002, as well as the SAP Regional Structure documentation in the
SAP Library.
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27.6.2 BC-SRV-ARL              ArchiveLink

27.6.2.1 Archiving for New General Ledger Accounting (new)

Use

From SAP ECC 6.0 (SAP_APPL 600), you can archive the following objects in New General Ledger
Accounting:

- Financial accounting documents: Archiving object FI_DOCUMNT

- G/L account transaction figures: Archiving object FI_TF_GLF

You can process them in Archive Administration.

See also

For more information, see the SAP Library under Cross-Application Components --> Data Archiving
(CA-ARC).

27.7 BC-TRX                  TREX

27.7.1 Connection of Objects to a Search Engine (New)

Use

As of SAP ECC 6.0, SAP_APPL 600, you can use enhanced search functionality for a range of master
data. This includes a quick search and an advanced search. To implement this, the affected objects are
connected to TREX, SAP's search  engine.

- In the quick search you enter a search term. An object is found if the word occurs in the object,
regardless of which field of the object the word occurs in. The search also includes texts that are
assigned to the object.

- The advanced search is the same as the quick search, but offers some additional fields (attributes)
on the selection screen, which you can use to filter the hit list according to your requirements.

The search is not case sensitive. The search term "SEARCH" finds the same hits as the term "search".
Both terms also find "Search" and "seaRCh". You can activate fuzzy search for both searches. If fuzzy
search is active, similar terms are also found, for example, typing errors that have been created in the
system. If you enter "Search" and activate fuzzy search, the system also finds the term "Saerch".
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Starting the search

1. Call an object for which the search engine service is already active (for example, functional
location).

2. On the initial screen, choose the possible entries for the object, then you see the matchcode
selection.
When the search engine service is active, you see two new matchcodes, in this case:

- Quick Search of Functional Location via Search Engine

- Advanced Search of Functional Location via Search Engine

Effects on System Administration

In transaction COM_SE_ADMIN you can display a list of existing indexes for objects. In other words,
you see the objects for which the search engine service has already been activated.

To display all the other objects for which the search engine service is available and can be activated,
choose Index -> Create/Activate Indexes.

Note that the search engine service cannot search some fields in some accounting objects. For
information about the objects and fields that are affected, see SAP Note 853064.

Effects on Customizing

Make the settings in Customizing under SAP NetWeaver -> Application Server -> System
Administration -> Search Engine Service.

See also

For more information, see SAP Library under SAP Search Engine TREX.
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